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Committee 2019 – 2020

President

Steve Peterson

Mobile: 0407 831 017
Home: 5979 2787
Email: speterson@bigpond.com

Vice President
Club Permit Officer

Tony Anastasio

Mobile: 0419 506 200
Email: tnahvlle@hotmail.com

Secretary/Public Officer

Lois Peterson

Mobile: 0417 017 990
Home: 5979 2787
Email: speterson@bigpond.com

Treasurer

Chris Cook

Mobile: 0430 222 755
Email: ccook@automatedlogic.com.au

Public relations

Bob Stertern-Gill

Mobile: 0411 862 955
Home: 5941 4502 Fax: 5941 4502
Email: bobsg66@gmail.com

Membership/Merchandise
Officer

Lois Peterson

Mobile: 0417 017 990
Home: 5979 2787
Email: speterson@bigpond.com

Newsletter / Web Editor

John Fagnani

Mobile: 0408 566 881
Email: john.fags@hotmail.com

Club Permit Officers

David Desira

Mobile: 0418 106 333
Email: dd@advancedinstruments.com.au
Mobile: 0411 691 957
Email: chevyredhire@iprimus.com.au

Tony Cappola

Membership
Full membership to the 55-56-57 Chevrolet Club of Victoria requires that you own a Chevrolet vehicle (of any year or model)
and attend three meetings or club outings before becoming a “Full Member”.
New membership fee is $85 - new members receive a club polo shirt, stubby cooler and car club sticker. Renewal fees are
payable at the August meeting and are currently $60 per year, for both metro and country.
Associate Membership is open to those who do not currently own a Chevrolet but would enjoy our Club and its activities.

Meetings
First Wednesday of every month. (No meeting held in January) Starting time is 8:00 pm.
The Pines Learning Centre. 520 Blackburn Road, East Doncaster. Melways reference: 34 / D5
(The hall is directly behind the Pines Shopping Centre & The Pines Learning Centre is clearly sign posted)

Bank Details
Bank, CBA, Branch, Clayton (Vic)

Account number: 10087066

BSB: 063 121

Club Address
Address for club correspondence is: 55-56-57 Chevrolet Club of Victoria, PO Box 423, Hastings, Vic. 3915

Website: www.567chevclub.org.au

Information: info@567chevclub.org.au
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Presidents Report
G’day Members
Welcome to stage 4 restrictions, looks like we won’t be doing ANYTHING for a long time yet! Not allowed out
after 8pm, can’t go 5 kilometres from home, need a letter from your boss to travel for work – that’s if you’ve got
a job to go to. Shops shut, schools closed lucky “we’re all in this together”! And what at the end of this lockdown
– there won’t be a miracle cure for a long time so where to next? Who knows where will be in at the end of all
this and what will be still around.
In July the iconic Caribbean Market announced it is closing after about 50 years, opening in the 70’s it has had
over 40 million visitors. Covid-19 forced the suspension of the market for the very first time in its history and
unfortunately it is unviable to reopen it. On the car scene Euroa Show n Shine due in October has been cancelled
along with Historic Sandown in November. This time last year a few of us were getting ready for a trip to the USA
for some car fun and the SEMA show in Las Vegas, luckily it was last year and not 2020. It seems that this years
SEMA show is still going ahead, anyone who has been to it would be baffled (like me) as to how you can have 10’s
of thousands of people in one area and social distance. Only in America! Speaking of Vegas it is slowly reopening
some of the resorts and casinos after 90 days shutdown.

The club trailer (yes, THAT trailer!). After a desperate call from Rowie that the trailer had to go as he needed his
space back it was relocated to my place, now my shed is a cramped mess, thanks Rowie! It was in a pretty sad
state when it arrived, including losing a wheel on the freeway on the way – at least one bit was shiny! It had been
unloved and to a few different places over the years, but after 3 weeks is starting to look good. I might even do a
bit of a story on it next month when it should be gleaming.
We now have printed members cards, due to no face to face meetings happening we will get them posted out to
you as soon as we can. Members with club plates are a priority so they can have proof of membership for the
authorities if required, that is when we can go more than 5 km’s!
As usual we will keep you up to date with what isn’t going on, keep safe and I hope you are still working as best
you can in the current environment.
Stay safe and in good health.

Cheers Steve
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Meeting Minutes

Hi Members,
With the current restrictions regarding gatherings our meeting room is still closed. Consequently there will be
no July general meeting tomorrow night (Wed 05/08).
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Letters From The Editor
Hi everyone,
Well, here we go again back to the start, lets hope that this time around our Government get it
right.
This month we feature Nick and Kaye Duyvestyn 57 - 2 door sedan Bell Air rebuild.
Congratulations to you both for the restoration.
To Jeff Wilson, Tim Perrin, Nick & Kaye and Steve Peterson. Thank you for your contribution to
this month edition.
Cheers
John
Drive carefully, stay safe and look forward to seeing everyone soon.

Newsletter Advertisement
$70 for ¼ Page
$100 for ½ Page
$140 for Full Page
*Advertisements are for 1 year. They can be
altered or changed prior to the newsletter going
to print
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LOIS`S LINES
Well here we are again all locked down. Is this ever going to end? I hope you are all coping as well as can be. Steve
& I are lucky as being both retired this is really not affecting us much at all. Steve has his shed with lots of
unfinished projects & I have my sewing & plenty of garden to look after. However I do feel for all that are out of
work. That is the tragic part of all this. All those businesses that won`t reopen, our fabulous city will never be the
same.
I want to thank all our members that have promptly paid their fees. The response with me posting out reminder
letters has been really great. If at any time a member is finding it hard to pay please remember you can contact
me & your situation can be reviewed. We still have a few members that haven`t so please do so asap.
Let's hope we can all be together again soon. We will try to make up for lost time & give back to the members.
Our sympathy goes out to the Desira family on the loss of David`s father. We all have to go through this in our lives
& know that this is not an easy time. This is when we need to remember all those wonderful memories we have
of our loved ones.
Stay warm during this cold spell & on a positive note it's only 4 weeks until Spring starts.

Cheers Lois
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Nick & Kaye 57 – 2 door sedan bell air rebuild
We bought our Chev in November 2010. We also own a 65 Mustang coupe and a 1938 Ford Coupe. Brother Bill
had his lovely 56 2 door sedan and Kaye and I both liked the look of the tri-fives so when the 57 became available
we did not think long before making an offer on it. It then became her car and she took over the decision making
process for the colours, upholstery etc.
It was driveable but the body was in undercoat and all of the trim and windows had been removed. It is a
California car and had been registered up till the end of 2008. There was rust in parts of the floor, some damage in
the left rear quarter and other minor bits of damage which would require repair.
We pondered whether to convert it to right hand drive but having previously owned a left hand drive car, and
looking at the potential effort to convert it, we decided to leave it as was. Early on we purchased a Vintage Air unit
off Rohan Hutson and a Dakota Digital dash off Glen Rulach.
Our initial thoughts were to replace the front floors, repair the rear quarter, paint underneath and put a budget
coat of paint on to give us a family cruiser that would also be a tow car. The mechanicals seemed good so no plans
to change. It appeared that a lot of mechanical work had recently been done as the ball joints and rubbers all
looked new, as did the front rotors and calipers. As I said that was our initial thoughts.
The first step was to take the body off and put it on Dave Hall’s rotisserie. We stripped the chassis, cleaned and
prepared it at home and Kaye then applied POR 15 Grey to it, and she also painted the motor and auto in POR 15
Engine Black. It appeared that a 350 crate motor had been put in along with a TH350 auto but they showed little
evidence of use.
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Nick & Kaye 57 – 2 door sedan bell air rebuild
A new rear cross member and shocker mount was fashioned by Bill.
The body then went to Bill’s place for new front floors, rear boot section and rear quarter repair. A sedan rear door
section and a new lower quarter section saw the body repair done. Back home then for cleaning prep and POR 15
Black to the floors both in and out, and under dash and boot. The body was then put back on the chassis prior to
being stripped of paint.
The body was then delivered to Creative Custom Cars in Dromana for repairs, prep and paint. Kaye and I spent lots
of hours there helping with the cleaning and rubbing back. During this time, any thoughts of a budget job were well
and truly thrown out the window.
After paint, the assembled car went back to Bill’s for the creation of a custom wiring loom, installation of the
Dakota Digital Dash , Vintage Air, new brake lines, fuel lines and engine accessories.

It was now able to be driven and came back home for the installation of glass, trims interior etc before a trip to
Dave Hall for the stainless exhaust and Towbar. Kaye had painted the extractors with a silver exhaust paint.
While the car was still at Creative, the original rear insert and stainless trim had been fitted, but the more we
looked at it, the less we liked the quality of it. Several people suggested the idea of Air brushing and after getting a
quote to have it done and finding that it was comparable to buying new.
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Nick & Kaye 57 – 2 door sedan bell air rebuild
parts, we went down that path. The custom painting turned out fantastic and we have no regrets in going that path.
While this was being done and windows were fitted, the upholstery was also made up and installed. A new hood
lining and sun visors were supplied by Ciadella. From ordering to deliver at our front door took less than a week.
The original seats and new door cards were covered in cream leather.
The boot trim and panels were all done at home by Kaye.
It was finally ready for registration in March 2014 and while driveable, gave us a series of problems resulting in the
purchase of, a new fuel tank, two new fuel pickups, electronic distributer and 3.08 diff to replace the standard 3.36.
One of our first outings was to tow our caravan to the Hot Rod Nationals in Newcastle. This event was plagued with
rain and the car spent most of the weekend under a cover and surrounded by a sea of mud.
The car has featured in the Victorian Hot Rod Show twice, once on the Bay Rodders stand when it took out Top
Custom Classic, and once on the Chev Club Stand.
We also took it to Sydney for Motorex in 2015. Although it did not win anything, it was a fantastic experience that
we thoroughly enjoyed.
6 years on we now have a beautiful cruiser which has also earned a number of awards. It has done nearly 30,000
klms and a lot of them have been with a caravan behind. A couple of years ago we did up an older van to use when
we attend car events.
For the techos,
Motor 350, auto TH350, diff Standard 3.08, front brakes Camaro with 305mm rotors, rear standard.
It was dynode at Chev’s in Seaford when the new dissy went in and made 220 HP at the rear wheels.
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Nick & Kaye 57 – 2 door sedan bell air rebuild
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Nick & Kaye 57 – 2 door sedan bell air rebuild
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1969 HDT Monaro – Tim Perrin
Those of us who keep an eye on the collector car auction scene will no doubt have seen the recent Lloyds auction
of the 1969 Holden Dealer Team Monaro known as 57D. I first became familiar with this car and its former owner
Rob Coulson about ten years ago; but before a review of this car’s origins and life a little historical background is
warranted.
In 1968 Holden launched its new HK range which included a ground breaking two door coupe christened “Monaro”.
For the top of the range Monaro 327 GTS Holden raided Chevrolet’s parts bin for the 327 V8, Saginaw four speed
gearbox and ten bolt differential. Development was spurred by Holden management having decided to make an
exploratory foray into Series Production racing with their new 327 GTS, thereby challenging the dominant Falcon GT
competition. However there was a problem, General Motors had a global ban on motor racing so some subterfuge
was going to be required.
In order to mask their participation Holden had David McKay a journalist and owner of the Sydney based Scuderia
Veloce racing team establish the Holden Dealer Racing Team. With the provision of financial and other material
support through Holden and a number of dealers three GTS 327s were entered by the Holden Dealer Racing Team
for the 1968 Hardie Ferodo 500. These cars were all registered in the name of GMH and like many competitors were
driven to and from Bathurst. Fortunately for Holden after six hours and forty four minutes of racing Monaros filled
the first three places with the nearest Falcon finishing a distant seventh.
Encouraged by this success Holden management decided to continue their racing involvement, but for a variety of
reasons elected to part company with David McKay and Scuderia Veloce. Consequently Holden were in need of
another means of disguising their motor racing activity. In a stroke of good fortune Ford had decided to dispense
with the services of their long term motorsport manager Harry Firth, so Holden swooped and the Holden Dealer
Team was born. Ironically, the HDT was to operate for almost a decade out of Firth’s workshop in Queens Avenue
Auburn, which had formerly housed the Ford Works Team.

Photo of 57D with gent standing beside is Joe
Felice formerly head of motorsport for GMH.
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1969 HDT Monaro – Tim Perrin
For 1969 the fledgling Holden Dealer Team built four HT 350 Monaros with the cars being supplied by various
Holden Dealers around Melbourne. 57D was supplied by Campbell Motors in Preston and was the first to be raced
by HDT as a single entry for the Sandown 300 on September 21st 1969. The Sandown 300 was eagerly anticipated
with the Holden and Ford heavyweights locking horns in a pre cursor to Bathurst which was just a little over two
weeks away.

Of course Harry Firth was anxious to make a good impression on his new Holden masters and show up the Ford
competition under their imported American team manager Al Turner, sadly history records that it was not to be a
happy day for Holden and the HDT.
Firth had selected two of the country’s top drivers in Spencer Martin and Kevin Bartlett to drive the new Monaro.
Initial practice results were good with 57D setting second fastest practice time to secure a position beside Allan
Moffat on the front row of the grid. At the flag fall with Spencer Martin at the wheel the Monaro held station in
second position before being passed by Fred Gibson in a Falcon at around the twelfth minute.
Maintaining third place Spencer Martin continued to circulate for the following half hour until around the forty fifth
minute when things went seriously wrong. Approaching Shell Corner at the end of Sandown’s main straight at over
100 mph Spencer applied the brakes only to find the peddle went to the floor with speed unabated. Being well
experienced Spencer knew that a head on collision with the armco at high velocity was to be avoided at all cost.
Jamming the gearbox down to third and hauling on the handbrake the Monaro jumped the armco backwards
tearing out the petrol tank and starting a large fuel fire.
With the doors jammed closed Spencer had to exit to safety out of the driver’s side window. The fire was quickly
extinguished and upon examination damage to 57D was for the most part superficial. However, a most inauspicious
start for HDT with Holden demanding to know why things had gone so spectacularly and publicly wrong.
Back at HDT headquarters the pressure was on to determine why the brakes had failed and ensure that the problem
did not reoccur at Bathurst. Ultimately it was determined that a simple brake pad mix up had occurred during
practice with road pads being installed rather than race pads. After some forty five minutes the road pads had
wilted under the pressure of racing causing the brake fluid to boil.
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1969 HDT Monaro – Tim Perrin
To further assist braking at Bathurst homologated changes were also made to the panel under the front bumper to
direct air onto the brakes and slotted wheels employed for additional brake cooling. Of particular significance an
examination of the engine disclosed scoring of the bores and a chrome moly piston rings were subsequently adopted
by HDT for their race engines.
There was no time to repair 57D before Bathurst and the three other HDT Monaros were duly entered for the 1969
race. No doubt to the relief of Firth and Holden a HDT Monaro secured first place with Colin Bond and Tony Roberts
whilst Des West and a young Peter Brock having his first drive for HDT finished third. By Bathurst 1970 the Torana
XU1 had become Holden’s front line racing car and the Monaro era ended with victory in both 1968 and 1969.
57D was subsequently repaired and sold within the internal Holden tender system in May 1970 to an employee, Tony
Connelly for $3,205. In 1999 Rob Coulson persuaded Tony to sell him the car which then underwent a light
restoration back to its 1969 specification and livery. Rob was an enthusiastic owner enjoying and showing 57D
regularly until 2017 when he made the difficult decision to sell. The car was listed for auction by Lloyds and after an
intensive marketing campaign was knocked down to a successful bidder in Queensland for $500,000.
Then in June of this year 57D was offered to the market again by way of auction through Lloyds. Despite Covid and
global uncertainty the Monaro sold for $715,000 underwriting the strength of the collector car market.
The other three HDT Monaros seem to have disappeared following their disposal by HDT. Certainly one went to Bob
Morris and another to Laurie Nelson and these continued racing into 1970 and beyond. However one of the cars,
claimed to be 43D the Brock/West car from Bathurst, was auctioned through Graysonline in 2019. Despite
extravagant claims by Greys there is a significant cloud hanging over this particular Monaro with experts pointing out
that the body shell is from the wrong plant to be an HDT car and the three ID tags do not match each other or the
specification of the HDT cars. A true case of buyer beware, perhaps reflected in a sale price of $450,000. Still a
considerable sum but well short of the sums achieved for 57D which has a clear and undisputable pedigree.
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Down Memory Lane, article from club newsletter 1993
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trivia
Here is a list of 10 questions for the trivia quiz.

Q1, In what year did Louis Chevrolet build the first Chevrolet prototype car.

Q2, In what year was General Motors formed.

Q3, The Oaklands brand was changed to what brand name car.

Q4, In what year did Chevrolet offer it's first convertible option.

Q5, What was the Blue Flame 6 engine originally known as.

Q6, During WW2 Chevrolet produced aircraft engines, what was the name of the engines.

Q7, In what year was the first Power glide transmission manufactured.

Q8, What term was used to describe the all new body styling released in 1955.

Q9, In 1956 a Sport Sedan Hardtop clocked the fastest time up Pikes Peak, what was the time.

Q10, In 1957 Chevrolet offered the option of the Rochchester mechanical fuel injection system on the 283ci
motor, for Corvette models, what was the extra cost for this option.
Answers to be published in next month news letter.
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More of Down Memory Lane, article from club newsletter
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Wanted/Buy/Sell
SELL:
350 C.I. SBC. Good running engine, 25,000km.
Contact: Michael Kendall. 0408 997 497

Wanted: 5,6,7 RHD steering column & steering box.
Contact: Ross Anderson 0438 557 704.

Buy: 5,6,7 Bench seat, any condition. Contact Ian
Barnes 0402 082 685

For Sale: 1957 Nomad project. Complete car, all stainless
good, have import papers, ring for more info Ed 0418 395
452

Wanted: tall deck (10.2’’ deck height). Big
Block
Chev engine. 502 cubic inch or bigger.
Contact: Barnsey 0402 082 685.

Buy: HT Holden disc brake front end.
$100:00.
Contact: Chris 0430 222 755

For Sale: Set of extractors suit SBC,
new not used, 1-3/4 primaries into 2.
$250 the set.
Jeff Wilson, 0475 609 961.

WANTED TO BUY:
327CI Large Journal crankshaft (1968-69)
Contact Sean 0425 828 333

HEI Dizzy Text
Brand New JEGS HEI Distributor
& Coil. Never been used. $50
for club members only.
Nomad Exhaust Text
Exhaust system ex my '55
Nomad. VG condition with Flow
master mufflers.
Will need some work to fit any
car. Free to any club member
Call Alan on 0417389114
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Merchandise
Base Ball Jackets: Black with dark grey stripe around collar and sleeves- $140
Layer Jackets: Black with front embroidered - $80
Black with front and back embroidered - $95 >New!!!
Rugby tops: Adults - Navy (red for ladies) with Denim Collar - $55
“
“
Kids - Navy or Red with Denim Collar - $40
Polo Shirts: Black with Bow-Tie emblem on collar & sleeves - $30
Ladies Club Shirts in Mid-Blue available in short or ¾ sleeve
Cherry Red shirt available in cap sleeve $45 *Two designs available. Sizes 6 to 26.
All tops now available with your name embroidered on them. ($10 extra)
Stubby Holders - $5.00
Ring or see Lois for available sizes
Hats - $15

Below: Ladies Shirt (cherry red and Mid Blue)
Left: Emblem
Right: Stubby
Holder

Below: Rugby
Shirt

Right and
above: Front
and back
Baseball
Jacket

Above: Polo shirts
(all members
receive one when
they first become
members)

Above: Layer Jacket
>New!
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Differential REPAIRS & Modifications
Call Andrew Wakartschuk
for all your diff requirements
=======================

SUPA TRIK ENGINEERING
29A Dandenong Street, Dandenong, VIC 3175
Phone: (03) 9793 1915
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